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Objectives  
Propose a linear model to account for additive 
and non-additive genetic effects using genome-
wide markers, and use the model to analyze 
daily gain of Danish Duroc pigs. 

Materials and methods 
The linear model 
y = Xb + Zaa + Zii + Zdd + e  
 

b: non-genetic effects 
a: additive genetic effects,  a ~N(0,  Gσa

2) 
i: epistatic effects,  i ~ N(0,  Gaaσaa

2) 
d: dominance effects,  d ~ N(0,  Dσd

2) 
e: residuals ,   e ~ N(0,  Iσe

2) 
 

The relationship matrices 
Additive genetic (VanRaden 2008, Hayes 2009) 

�
�

iiqp2
MM'G m.j = (0, 1, 2) – 2pi for  

genotype (A1A1, A1A2, A2A2)  

Second order epistasis (Henderson 1985) 
 

 Gaa ≈ G#G,  #: Hadamard product  
 

Dominance (proposed in present study) 

� �
�

)21(2 iiii qpqp
HH'D d.j = (0, 1, 0) – 2piqi for 

genotype (A1A1, A1A2, A2A2)  

Data  
1911 genotyped pigs (1484 reference, 427 test) 
26,142 markers available (after editing) 
Corrected daily gain (corrected for non-genetic 
effects other than litter effect)  

Results 
Non-additive genetic variances are large.  

Param. MA MAE MAD MAED 

h2
a 0.397** 0.373** 0.379** 0.357** 

h2
aa - 0.098 - 0.093 

h2
d - - 0.056* 0.056* 

The models including dominance leads to 
better prediction. 
Model Cor(GTV, DGc) Cor(GBV, DGc) R2

GBV (%) 

MA 0.319a 0.319a 28.5a 
MAE 0.320a 0.321b 28.8b 
MAD 0.330b 0.323c 29.2c 
MAED 0.331c 0.325d 29.5d 
GTV: sum of genetic effects in the model. 
GBV: genomic breeding value. 

The models including non-additive genetic 
effects reduce bias of predictions. 
Model Reg. on GTV Reg. on GBV 

MA 0.932 0.932 
MAE 0.959 0.986 
MAD 0.964 0.988 
MAED 0.991 1.034 

Statistical analysis 
Data were analyzed using four models, 
MA: additive genetic model  
MAE: additive and epistasis  
MAD: additive and dominance  
MAED: additive, dominance and epistasis  

Conclusions 
�The proposed model is an feasible 
approach.  
�Non-additive genetic variations are 
substantial.  
�Models including non-additive genetic 
effects increase accuracy and decrease bias 
of genomic prediction.  
�The advantage could be more profound for 
fitness traits and data from crossed animals. 
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